W the analysis of our paper (Yu et al., 2009 ) made by Zhou et al. (2010) and would like to reply to their comments.
We agree mostly with the comments of Zhou et al. and agree that complementary fractal sets between phases in a porous medium are impossible mathematically, as stated on page 181 in our paper (Yu et al., 2009 ): "A two-phase exactly self-similar fractal porous medium may not exist", but they may be possible in an "apparent" (i.e., approximate or "look-like") sense. Th erefore, one must be careful in describing complementary fractals. Here is our detailed response.
To fully understand our paper (Yu et al., 2009) , one should pay particular attention to the assumptions made in our paper: An apparent (approximate or "look-like") two-phase fractal porous medium may be possible in some range of statistical self-similarity, but not in an infi nite range (from zero to infi nity). Th e fractal dimensions for the two phases may be diff erent. Th e ranges or scales of statistical self-similarity for the two phases may also be diff erent and may be related to the microstructures such as the maximum and minimum pore or particle sizes, which may be a function of porosity (see discussions on pages 179, 181, and 186 of our paper for detail; Yu et al., 2009) . For a comprehensive review on the maximum and minimum pore and particle sizes, interested readers may consult the recent review article by Yu (2008) .
Equations [1] [2] [3] Presently, a theory regarding apparent two-phase fractal media is not available and may need to be developed. Our paper (Yu et al., 2009 ) only presents a preliminary study on this topic. In our opinion, the scale-invariant of the volume fractions (as shown by Eq.
[8] and [9] in the comments by Zhou et al., 2010) of the two phases might be exactly one of bases for apparent tow-phase fractal media. In other words, if one desires to build an apparent two-phase fractal medium, he/she may follow the direction that both phases should satisfy the condition that their volume fractions are kept scale-invariant. Th is is diff erent from the singlephase fractals as shown in our Fig. 1 (Yu et al., 2009 ), in which the pore/solid volume fraction is scale-dependent. In our recent work (Mei et al., 2010) , we have presented an algorithm to build the apparent (approximate or "look-like") two-phase fractal media based on the hypothesis that the volume fractions of the two phases are scale-invariant in some range of scales.
When reading Fig. A1 in our paper (Yu et al., 2009) , one may fi nd that the fractal dimension for pore phase D p increases with scale r and tends to 2.0 when r approaches infi nity. However, when r is in the range of 30 to 60, D p ≅ 1.89 approximately keeps constant with the error bar 3%. Th is means that a two-phase fractal medium approximately exists in the range of scales from 30 to 60 in this sample. Beyond this range, the medium becomes a singlephase fractal and the pore phase is nonfractal. Th is indicates that the scale is not allowed to extend to infi nity (see page 178 and 186 in our paper, Yu et al., 2009) . It is also worth noting that Fig. A1 is based on the assumption that the scale r is independent of other parameters such as porosity (see Appendix in our paper). If the scale is a function of other parameters such as porosity, a diff erent result may be expected. More basic research is needed to explore the relation between the scale and other parameters, such as pore and particle sizes, as well as porosity.
In nature, we scarcely have true fractals whose scales can be extended to infi nity (i.e., from zero to infi nity). For example, in general, pores and solid particles in soils exhibit the fractal behavior only in a limited range of scales, and mathematically they cannot be called true fractals. Furthermore, it is very diffi cult to determine which phase (pore or solid particle) is truly fractal because we have no soil sample whose microstructure is similar to either
